This p ape r describes some Monte Carlo computation s carried out on t hc Standards Ele ctroni c Au tomat ic Computer (SEAC) which are related to the problem of random walk s.
In 1905 P earson [1] 3 sugges ted the problem of a random walk involving n steps of equal length and arbitrary direction in the plane. In 1906 Kluy ver [2] obtained the solution giving the probability of bcing no farther than r from t h e starting point after n steps of unit length. This integral has b een calculated b y Gree nwood and Durand [3] for n = 6(1)24 , and 7'= 0.5 (. 5)n, using punched-card ta,bles of the Bes el functions. The e tables w er e not exte nsive enough to handle the valu es n = 3,4, and 5. For n = 2 one find s by a simple argum ent, P (r,2) = (2 / 7T") a,rcsin (r /2 ).
The problem described in the title i essentiall.\' t he same as P eaTson 's. Its solution for n = 3,4, and 5 I Preparation of th is paper was in itiated while the a uthor was a mem ber of the N umerical Analysis Training Program h eld at t1,e Nationa l Bureau of Standards and s ponsored by the National Scienco Foundation, 1957. has been obtained to roughly three decimal places by a direct sampling procedure, u sing SEAC. A set of n pseudorandom numbers is genemted by using the multiplication method of Tau ssky and Todd [4] . A lineal' transformation converts these into a sample from the uniform distribution over (-7T",7T"). The center of gravity is founa and classified in one of th e intervals j/ 32~R < (j + l ) /32, j = O, . . . ,3 1. A n ew sample is then taken. Both frequ en cy table and cumulative distribution are prin ted. Computation of Klu yver's integral for these valu es of n is possible but lengthy. If the integrand is mil,chin e computed as needed , man y hours of computer time are consumed b ecau se of t·h e two independent parameters r and n. For limited accuracy the ampling approach seems better. The dis tribu tions for n = 2 and 6 have also b een obtained for a ccuracy checks. U ing a theorem of Kolmogoroff [5] , a brief calculation indicates Lbat, for n = 2, tbe probability of a maximum error less than or equal to 0.01 after 6,000 samples have been taken is appro).'.imately on e-half. A glan ce at table 1 hows that in fa,ct the maximum error is 0.004 for this distribution. Since the Inverse square root law IS operative, to obtain four decimal-place accuracy would require perhaps two-thousand times as many sampl es, or a year of SEAC time .
Parallel results are given 111 table 2 for samples drawn from a triangular distribution over (-71",71") . The pseudorandom numbers are modified by a direct method [6] to produce the required sample .
The question how best to compute a distribution function I S not, of course, answered 111 this paper . It is suggested, however, that even ll1 cases where the solution can be written explicitly, circumstances may make computation by direct sampling preferable .
